
November 10th, 2019:

We all want to make a difference in this world. The way we spend (disburse, distribute, let 

go) our resources determines our impact. The great paradox in life is this: those who try to 

hold on to their lives will lose them, and the ones who generously sacrifice their lives will 

gain them. In this series, we will explore how a generous life will change us and change 

the world.

1. Who is the most generous person you know? What makes them so generous? Would the 

people in your life describe you as a generous person? Why or why not?

2. What is the difference between giving and generosity? Read 1 Timothy 6:18: What does Paul say 

about generosity in this verse?

3. Sunday Frank talked about God being like a good, generous host. God has given us everything 

we need to enjoy his good world. What are the proofs of this truth?

4. The garden of Eden story show how humans are deceived by the ultimate lie that God is 

holding out on us. Read Genesis 3:1-7: What was Eve believing when she ate the fruit? Have you 

ever thought God is holding out on you? When?

5. Sunday we talked about the ‘scarcity mindset’, which leads us to focus on what we do not have 

rather than what we do have. What happens in your life, or the lives of people you have observed, 

when this ‘scarcity mindset’ takes over?

6. The story of Jesus is yet again another example of how Generous God is. How was the sending 

of Jesus generous?

7. Sunday Frank said, “Being generous begins with the mindset that God is generous.” Do you trust 

that God truly is generous? Read Psalm 65:9-13, Psalm 23:5, Romans 8:23, John 3:16:

8. What do you need to do this week to not just ‘do’ generosity, but learn how to ‘be’ generous? 
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